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A Half-baked Love Story-Anurag Garg 2016-04-20 Have you ever Fallen in love at first sight? Gone to your
first date with an empty wallet? Been caught kissing your girl by her father? Risked missing your IIT exam
to meet her for the last time? Aarav has. Aarav is a rich brat who sleeps with every girl he is even mildly
attracted to. He transforms from a shy teenager to an inconsiderate adult until an important realization
hits him. Discover the pangs of his roller-coaster life as he reveals his deepest secrets. Now a national
bestseller, A Half-baked Love Story is the story of two very different individuals as they come to terms
with the pangs and pleasures of first love while battling the situations that life has placed them in. Let the
characters guide you through this beautiful tale of love, loss and longing.
A Half-Baked Love Story-Anurag Garg 2016-03-01
A Half Baked Idea-Olivia Potts 2019-07-25 WINNER OF THE FORTNUM & MASON'S DEBUT FOOD BOOK
AWARD 'A tender and beautifully written tour-de-force on love, grief, hope and cake. If this is not the book
of the summer, I will eat my wig. An absolute triumph' THE SECRET BARRISTER 'An utterly beautiful,
moving, bittersweet book on love and loss. I loved it' DOLLY ALDERTON
_____________________________________________________ At the moment her mother died, Olivia Potts was
baking a cake, badly. She was trying to impress the man who would later become her husband.
Afterwards, grief pushed Olivia into the kitchen. She came home from her job as a criminal barrister
miserable and tired, and baked soda bread, pizza, and chocolate banana cake. Her cakes sank and her
custard curdled. But she found comfort in jams and solace in pies, and what began as a distraction from
grief became a way of building a life outside grief, a way of surviving, and making sense of her life without
her mum. And so she concocted a plan: she would begin a newer, happier life, filled with fewer
magistrates and more macaroons. She left the bar and enrolled on the Diplôme de Pâtisserie at Le Cordon
Bleu, plunging headfirst into the eccentric world of patisserie, with all its challenges, frustrations and
culinary rewards - and a mind-boggling array of knives to boot. Interspersed with recipes ranging from
passionfruit pavlova to her mother's shepherd's pie, this is a heart-breaking, hilarious, life-affirming
memoir about dealing with grief, falling in love and learning how to bake a really, really good cake.
_______________________________________________ 'Moving, funny and mouth-watering in equal measure - a
difficult literary confection to master' Guardian 'There is wit and warmth on every page. This is a book of
courage, consolation and more custard than you can shake a whisk at' Laura Freeman, Times 'A love story,
with sadness, humour and tension. Uplifting' Prue Leith, Spectator 'A brilliant, brave and beautiful book:
funny and charming; utterly inspiring and life-affirming' Olivia Sudjic 'A heart-wrenching yet humorous
portrayal of grief, a delicious collection of recipes, an inspirational tale of changing careers, and a feel
good love story' Vogue 'An honest, brave and funny account of what it is to love, to lose love and how to
make macarons' Red
Love not for sale-Anurag Garg 2015-07-10 Love can happen anywhere, with anyone... Kabir Thapar is the
spoilt son of a rich capitalist in Mumbai. His mother’s sudden death scars him for life, leaving him at
loggerheads with his father who finds himself a new wife in no time. As Kabir embarks on a downward
spiral of alcohol and drugs, he, on one ill-fated day, finds himself embroiled in a hit-and-run case. Making
a quick escape, Kabir ends up in a red-light area, where he meets Sehar, a sex worker. As he falls head
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over heels for her, he must own up to the one emotion he has been running away from all his life—love.
From the bestselling author of A Half-baked Love Story comes a story that perfectly weaves together the
explosive passion between Kabir and Sehar, the contradictions of ‘modern’ India, and the inevitable
tragedy that befalls its lovers.
Love Will Find a Way-Anurag Garg 2017-08-14 Madhav is an aspiring writer stuck in a dead-end corporate
job that gives him no joy and no time to write his book. But there's more to him than meets the eye. He
has been hiding a secret all his life-which, if revealed, may shatter the very existence of his being. His
loved ones know he's holding something back but don't suspect anything grave until his girlfriend, Meera,
tired of his constant mood swings, decides to take him to an art therapy session. There he meets someone
who tries to unearth the past Madhav so desperately wants to keep buried. So what exactly happened
years ago? Why does Madhav not want to go down memory lane? From the bestselling author of A HalfBaked Love Story and Love . . . Not for Sale comes another enigmatic tale of friendship, hidden truths and
the redeeming power of love.
Half Baked Love-Various Authors LOVE, though a four letter word contains so much in it. Emotions,
feelings, pain, and most of all tears. If love gives you happiness, it gives pain too. If love gives you smile, it
gives you tears too. Love is divine, love is hellish. Every love story isn't complete, every love story doesn't
have a happy ending. Half Baked Love consists of 25 such stories, which are incomplete, which would
show you the dark side of love. The stories which would make you feel the pain which love gives. Some
stories would bring tears to your eyes while some would make your heart skip a beat. A complete package
to show how love is! Contributors Chandra Kant Jaisansaria, Akansha Mishra, Akash Sawle, Anjali Kapoor,
Aparna Preethi, Ashwani Shakya, Bichismita Shasani, Damini Aggarwal, Dania Syed, Drashti Trivedi,
Katiba Ikram, Kshitij Roshan, Maham Khan, Mustaq Sameer, Naisargi Bhatt, Nisha Raju, Oishee
Mukherjee, Rajendra Kumar, Saheli Mitra, Salman Sowdagar, Samridhi Garg, Sharad Mishra, Tvisha
Desai, Twinkle Mitruka, Zoya Khan
The Story of an Untold Love-Paul Leicester Ford 1897
Dinner: A Love Story-Jenny Rosenstrach 2012-06-19 Inspired by her beloved blog, dinneralovestory.com,
Jenny Rosenstrach’s Dinner: A Love Story is many wonderful things: a memoir, a love story, a practical
how-to guide for strengthening family bonds by making the most of dinnertime, and a compendium of
magnificent, palate-pleasing recipes. Fans of “Pioneer Woman” Ree Drummond, Jessica Seinfeld, Amanda
Hesser, Real Simple, and former readers of Cookie magazine will revel in these delectable dishes, and in
the unforgettable story of Jenny’s transformation from enthusiastic kitchen novice to family dinnertime
doyenne.
A Love Story by Destiny-Deesha Sangani, 2019-06-16 Avanni Singh is amazed when she meets Kiran
Kapoor, her lover’s namesake. What is more astonishing is that his beloved shares her name. It seems like
some prank by fate, but little do they know it was going to become an adventure they would never forget!
When Karan loses one of his senses, and Avanni fails in her desperate attempts to help him recover, she
gives up on life, tired of fighting the challenges. And then she happens to fall in love again, with another
man bearing the same name. Sounds unbelievable, right? Swimming in the pool of guilt, Avanni finds out
that her partner – for whom she had been fighting a battle with life – was actually cheating on her! Can
two couples with the same names be connected in some way? Can love happen when you least expect it to,
and create A Love Story by Destiny?
Half Baked Harvest Cookbook-Tieghan Gerard 2017 The blogger behind "Half Baked Harvest," shares
over one hundred and twenty-five recipes for dishes that include pan-fried feta with thyme and greek
marinated olives, steak shawarma bowls, and gooey chocolate coconut caramel bars.
Me & She-Nikhil Kumar Panday 2017-04-05 A roller coaster ride of friendship, love and separation. Will
Swati come back to Nikhil ? Will Nikhil be able to come out of this Trauma?
The League of Regrettable Superheroes-Jon Morris 2015-06-02 Meet one hundred of the strangest
superheroes ever to see print, complete with backstories, vintage art, and colorful commentary. You know
about Batman, Superman, and Spiderman, but have you heard of Doll Man, Doctor Hormone, or Spider
Queen? So prepare yourself for such not-ready-for-prime-time heroes as Bee Man (Batman, but with bees),
the Clown (circus-themed crimebuster), the Eye (a giant, floating eyeball; just accept it), and many other
oddballs and oddities. Drawing on the entire history of the medium, The League of Regrettable
Superheroes will appeal to die-hard comics fans, casual comics readers, and anyone who enjoys peering
into the stranger corners of pop culture.
The Girl I Last Loved-Smita Kaushik 2014-12-10 Publish your book worldwide with us in more than 150
countries from one single platform. Send your publishing proposal to generalpressindia@gmail.com. Love
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is all about flowers, gifts, movie nights, first kiss and then many more. Or is it? Then what about one sided
love... Being friends in spite of knowing your true feelings... The incapability to read eyes... Don't
frustration, pain and loneliness lie on the other side of love? Meet Akash, an over achiever, who aims to
conquer it all but is unable to love. Kasam, a girl beyond his reach. Though destiny keeps bringing them
together, their world seldom collides. When he was a naïve geek, she was the Style Diva. And now when
he is a corporate junkie, where faces are masked. She is a professional motivator, who sees even beyond
the faces. Two people. Single love story revisited three times. Four proposals. A ten year journey of
finding and losing love. Countless moments of serendipity. Yet not a single moment of confession. He lived
all his life fighting love... Will he ever fight for love? Publisher : General Press
A Half-baked Life-Brian Thompson 1991
Home Baked-Alia Volz 2020 A blazingly funny, heartfelt memoir from the daughter of the larger-than-life
woman who ran Sticky Fingers Brownies, an underground bakery that distributed thousands of marijuana
brownies per month and helped provide medical marijuana to AIDS patients in San Francisco--for fans of
Armistead Maupin and Patricia Lockwood During the '70s in San Francisco, Alia's mother ran the
underground Sticky Fingers Brownies, delivering upwards of 10,000 illegal marijuana edibles per month
throughout the circus-like atmosphere of a city in the throes of major change. She exchanged psychic
readings with Alia's future father, and thereafter had a partner in business and life. Decades before
cannabusiness went mainstream, when marijuana was as illicit as heroin, they ingeniously hid themselves
in plain sight, parading through town--and through the scenes and upheavals of the day, from Gay
Liberation to the tragedy of the Peoples Temple--in bright and elaborate outfits, the goods wrapped in
hand-designed packaging and tucked into Alia's stroller. But the stars were not aligned forever and, after
leaving the city and a shoulda-seen-it-coming divorce, Alia and her mom returned to San Francisco in the
mid-80s, this time using Sticky Fingers' distribution channels to provide medical marijuana to friends and
former customers now suffering the depredations of AIDS. Exhilarating, laugh-out-loud funny, and
heartbreaking, Home Baked celebrates an eccentric and remarkable extended family, taking us through
love, loss, and finding home.
I Miss You Love-Chandra Kant Jaisansaria 2018-10-24 You often go for trips and outings with friends to
explore the beauty of this world but have you ever expected that trip to turn out as the biggest mistake of
your life? What if you get punished for the sin that you never committed? Will you lose all your strength
and give up or will you fight against the odds to save yourself and your loved ones? ‘I Miss You Love’ is a
tale of Friendship, Love and Sacrifice. A story of five youngsters who planned a weekend trip to
Mcleodganj unknowing the fact that it might be the last trip of their life - a trip which would give them the
utmost happiness but would also bring the sorrows to shatter them to the core. A journey from life to the
death and survival that would prove innocence to be the biggest threat to someone’s life. What would
happen to those youngsters? Will they ever come back to their home again? Let’s flip through the pages
and know the beginning as the end is something which is …..?
Half Baked Harvest Super Simple-Tieghan Gerard 2019 From the author of Half Baked Harvest comes her
second cookbook with 125 show-stopping recipes made simple: fewer ingredients, fool-proof mealprepping, easy entertaining, and everything in between. Tieghan Gerard is known, both on her blog and in
her debut cookbook, Half Baked Harvest Cookbook, for her stunningly beautiful meals and thoughtful
recipes that taste even better than they look. Half Baked Harvest Super Simple takes what fans loved most
about her debut, and promises all of those comfort-food forward, freshly-sourced recipes distilled into
quicker, more manageable dishes using trending techniques that sell--from the almighty Instant Pot to
night-before meal prep. Super Simple is the compendium for home cooks who are just starting out or
pressed for time. It teaches the most important cooking basics and delivers sometimes good-for-you,
always hassle-free meals without sacrificing taste. Whip up everyday dishes like Cardamom Apple Fritters,
Spinach and Artichoke Mac and Cheese, and Lobster Tacos to share with your family, or plan stress-free
dinner parties with options like Slow Roasted Moroccan Salmon and Fresh Corn and Zucchini Summer
Lasagna.
Bahir-Monisha K Gumber 2018-10-30 A tale of utter desperation and fierce hope. And a fight for honour.
Meet Sawera. A beautiful and sensual woman. Born in Pakistan, raised in the Middle East and abused
wherever she goes. Struggling to find acceptance, which eludes her over and over again, she ends up
being an outcast. Who belongs nowhere and to no-one. Used and manipulated by the men she loved, from
the depths of her soul she claims her self-respect, along with the faith to overcome her pitiful
circumstances. Where does she find her strength? What is the breaking point? How does she get over the
demons of her past? Follow the story of Sawera, a child born of midnight into the dawn of hope. Uncover
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the secrets and conspiracies that make her the woman she is. Read her story, a story of survival.
Love Story- 2015
Go Ask Ali-Ali Wentworth 2018-04-24 New York Times bestselling author Ali Wentworth offers her
hilarious and unique advice on surviving the absurdity of modern life in her third collection of laugh-outloud comic vignettes. Ali Wentworth’s first two books, Ali in Wonderland and Happily Ali After, were
lauded by readers, critics, and fellow comedians alike. Entertainment Weekly included Happily Ali After on
its "Must List" and hailed it as "hilarious. . . . Her glass isn’t half full—it’s "empty and cracked," while
Cosmopolitan praised it as "razor-sharp." Chelsea Handler called Ali in Wonderland "truly hilarious," and
Kathy Griffin christened it, "Chicken Soup for the Vagina." Alec Baldwin has described Ali as "funny and
warm and crazy all at once. Like Barbara Eden. But on something. Like crystal meth," and Jerry Seinfeld
has raved, "Everything that comes out of Ali Wentworth’s mouth is funny!" At once endearing and
hilarious, thoughtful and far-fetched, this third collection offers Ali at her wisest and wittiest as she
delivers tips, pointers, and quips on a host of life’s conundrums and sticky situations, including the funny,
sometimes embarrassing yet unforgettable situations that have shaped her inimitable world view as a
wife, mother, actress, comedian, and all around bon vivant. Thoroughly entertaining, Go Ask Ali is packed
with thoughts and musings from "the girlfriend you want to have a glass of wine with, the one who makes
you laugh because she sees the funny and the absurd in everything" (Huffington Post).
This Is Kind of an Epic Love Story-Kacen Callender 2018-10-30 ~Lambda Literary Award finalist for the
best LGBT YA novel of 2018~ A fresh, charming rom-com perfect for fans of Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens
Agenda and Boy Meets Boy about Nathan Bird, who has sworn off happy endings but is sorely tested when
his former best friend, Ollie, moves back to town. Nathan Bird doesn’t believe in happy endings. Although
he’s the ultimate film buff and an aspiring screenwriter, Nate’s seen the demise of too many relationships
to believe that happy endings exist in real life. Playing it safe to avoid a broken heart has been his MO
ever since his father died and left his mom to unravel—but this strategy is not without fault. His bestfriend-turned-girlfriend-turned-best-friend-again, Florence, is set on making sure Nate finds someone else.
And in a twist that is rom-com-worthy, someone does come along: Oliver James Hernández, his childhood
best friend. After a painful mix-up when they were little, Nate finally has the chance to tell Ollie the truth
about his feelings. But can Nate find the courage to pursue his own happily ever after?
If It’s Not Forever-Durjoy Datta 2013-09-15 To the everlasting power of love . . . When Deb, an author and
publisher, survives the bomb blasts at Chandni Chowk, he knows his life is nothing short of a miracle. And
though he escapes with minor injuries, he is haunted by the images and voices that he heard on that
unfortunate day. Even as he recovers, his feet take him to where the blasts took place. From the burnt
remains he discovers a diary. It seems to belong to a dead man who was deeply in love with a girl. As he
reads the heartbreaking narrative, he knows that this story must never be left incomplete. Thus begins
Deb’s journey with his girlfriend, Avantika, and his best friend, Shrey, to hand over the diary to the man’s
beloved. Highly engrossing and powerfully told, If It’s Not Forever . . . tells an unforgettable tale of love
and life.
Bagel in Love-Natasha Wing 2018 Poor Bagel! He dreams of entering the Cherry Jubilee dance contest . . .
but no one wants to be his partner! Can he find a sweet-tart who doesn't think his steps are half-baked?
Bagel loved to dance. It made him happier than a birthday cake! And more than anything, he wants a
partner who will spin and swirl, tap and twirl with him in the dance contest. But Pretzel sniffs that he
doesn't cut the mustard, Croissant thinks his moves are stale, and Doughnut's eyes just glaze over. Can a
cute cupcake save the day for our would-be Fred �clair? Witty and pun-filled, this picture book really
takes the cake.
Second Chance at Love-Ruchita Misra 2015-12-10 Bindiya Saran is the most cheerful person that anyone
who knows her has ever met. When she is chosen to work on a prestigious project for one of India's
largest conglomerates, she meets Samar Chauhan, known to the company as Satan Chauhan. After a
catastrophic series of events, including Bindiya quitting and rejoining the project in a span of five minutes,
an odd truce develops between Bindiya and Samar. But are they too broken to ever be able to fully trust
each other? This is an extraordinary book for anyone who has ever loved ... or has ever wanted to fall in
love.
Money: A Love Story-Kate Northrup 2013-09-10 Having a good relationship with money is tough—whether
you have millions in the bank or just a few bucks to your name. Why? Because just like any other
relationship, your life with money has its ups and downs, its twists and turns, its breakups and makeups.
And just like other relationships, living happily with money really comes down to love—which is why love
is the basis of money maven Kate Northrup’s book. After taking the Money Love Quiz to see where on the
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spectrum your relationship with money stands—somewhere between "on the outs" and "it’s true
love!"—Northrup takes you on a rollicking ride to a better understanding of yourself and your money.
Step-by-step exercises that address both the emotional and practical aspects of your financial life help you
figure out your personal perceptions of money and wealth and how to change them for the better. You’ll
learn about thought patterns that may be holding you back from earning what you’re worth or saving what
you can. You’ll learn how to chart your current financial life and create a plan to get you to where you
want to be—whether that’s earning enough to live in a penthouse in Manhattan or a cabin in the Rockies.
Using client stories and her own saga of moving from $20,000 of debt to complete financial freedom by
the age of 28, Northrup acts as a guide in your quest for personal financial freedom. She’ll teach you how
to shift your beliefs about money, create a budget, spend in line with your values, get out of debt, and so
much more. In short, she’ll teach you to love your money, so you can love your life.
The Cookbook Collector-Allegra Goodman 2010-07-06 NATIONAL BESTSELLER Emily and Jessamine
Bach are opposites in every way: Twenty-eight-year-old Emily is the CEO of Veritech, twenty-three-yearold Jess is an environmental activist and graduate student in philosophy. Pragmatic Emily is making a
fortune in Silicon Valley, romantic Jess works in an antiquarian bookstore. Emily is rational and driven,
while Jess is dreamy and whimsical. Emily’s boyfriend, Jonathan, is fantastically successful. Jess’s
boyfriends, not so much. National Book Award finalist and New York Times bestselling author Allegra
Goodman has written a delicious novel about appetite, temptation, and holding on to what is real in a
virtual world: love that stays. Look for special features inside. Join the Circle for author chats and more.
RandomHouseReadersCircle.com
It Started with a Friend Request-Sudeep Nagarkar 2017-08-29 Why don't we feel the moment when we fall
in love but always remember when it ends? Akash is young, single and conservative with a preference for
girls with brains than in miniskirts. One day, he runs into free-spirited Aleesha at a local discotheque. A
mass-media student, Aleesha is a pampered brat, the only child of her parents who dote on her. This brief
meeting leads them to exchange their BlackBerry PINs and they begin chatting regularly. As BlackBerry
plays cupid, they fall in love. When they hit a rough patch in their life, Aditya, Akash's close pal, guides
them through it. But just when they are about to take their relationship to the next level, a sudden
misfortune strikes. Can Aditya bring Akash's derailed life back on track? It Started with a Friend Request
is a true story which will make you believe in love like never before.
Dinner's in the Oven-Rukmini Iyer 2018-03-06 Fresh, simple, delicious, and all made, be it a sheet pan,
casserole, or gratin in one pan—this comprehensive cookbook is a vibrant guide to creating tasty and
quick meals for any time or day of the week. Filled with recipes for 75 satisfying one-dish meals ranging
from Chipotle Chicken Wings with Sweet Potato Wedges to Crispy Baked Gnocchi with Tomatoes, Basil,
Mozzarella & Pine Nuts, these clever dishes are the ideal solution for busy home cooks looking to eat
nutritious food made from scratch. Bright, fresh photography pairs perfectly with these easy recipes that
offer a modern, elevated twist on dinner.
Food-Jim Gaffigan 2015-09 “What are my qualifications to write this book? None really. So why should you
read it? Here's why: I'm a little fat. If a thin guy were to write about a love of food and eating I'd highly
recommend that you do not read his book.” Bacon. McDonalds. Cinnabon. Hot Pockets. Kale. Stand-up
comedian and author Jim Gaffigan has made his career rhapsodizing over the most treasured dishes of the
American diet (“choking on bacon is like getting murdered by your lover”) and decrying the worst
offenders (“kale is the early morning of foods”). Fans flocked to his New York Times bestselling bookDad
is Fat to hear him riff on fatherhood but now, in his second book, he will give them what they really
crave—hundreds of pages of his thoughts on all things culinary(ish). Insights such as: why he believes
coconut water was invented to get people to stop drinking coconut water, why pretzel bread is #3 on his
most important inventions of humankind (behind the wheel and the computer), and the answer to the ageold question “which animal is more delicious: the pig, the cow, or the bacon cheeseburger?”
The Uninhabitable Earth-David Wallace-Wells 2020-03-17 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * "The
Uninhabitable Earth hits you like a comet, with an overflow of insanely lyrical prose about our pending
Armageddon."--Andrew Solomon, author of The Noonday Demon With a new afterword It is worse, much
worse, than you think. If your anxiety about global warming is dominated by fears of sea-level rise, you are
barely scratching the surface of what terrors are possible--food shortages, refugee emergencies, climate
wars and economic devastation. An "epoch-defining book" (The Guardian) and "this generation's Silent
Spring" (The Washington Post), The Uninhabitable Earth is both a travelogue of the near future and a
meditation on how that future will look to those living through it--the ways that warming promises to
transform global politics, the meaning of technology and nature in the modern world, the sustainability of
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capitalism and the trajectory of human progress. The Uninhabitable Earth is also an impassioned call to
action. For just as the world was brought to the brink of catastrophe within the span of a lifetime, the
responsibility to avoid it now belongs to a single generation--today's. Praise for The Uninhabitable Earth
"The Uninhabitable Earth is the most terrifying book I have ever read. Its subject is climate change, and
its method is scientific, but its mode is Old Testament. The book is a meticulously documented, whiteknuckled tour through the cascading catastrophes that will soon engulf our warming planet."--Farhad
Manjoo, The New York Times "Riveting. . . . Some readers will find Mr. Wallace-Wells's outline of possible
futures alarmist. He is indeed alarmed. You should be, too."--The Economist "Potent and evocative. . . .
Wallace-Wells has resolved to offer something other than the standard narrative of climate change. . . . He
avoids the 'eerily banal language of climatology' in favor of lush, rolling prose."--Jennifer Szalai, The New
York Times "The book has potential to be this generation's Silent Spring."--The Washington Post "The
Uninhabitable Earth, which has become a best seller, taps into the underlying emotion of the day: fear. . . .
I encourage people to read this book."--Alan Weisman, The New York Review of Books
Forget Me Not, Stranger-Novoneel Chakraborty 2016-04-15 I’m Rivanah Bannerjee, 23/F/Mumbai. Some
of you might already know how my life is on a razor edge. Those of you who don’t, just know this: I may be
killed soon . . . by the Stranger. I don’t know who or what he is: a ghost, a person or a figment of my
imagination? All I know is he isn’t just one thing: he is sexy and scary, terrific and terrifying. What I don’t
understand is why a young, harmless girl like me, who works in a big city, stays away from her parents
and has a screwed-up love life, would be of any interest to him. Unless there is something about my own
story that I do not know . . . In the hotly anticipated final instalment of the Stranger trilogy, Rivanah will
learn the answers to her many questions—What is it that binds her to the dead Hiya? Who is the Stranger?
Why has he been following her all this while?—leading to an intense, breathtaking climax.
Baked-Mark Haskell Smith 2010-08-03 This tale of a pot grower in peril is “as cockeyed and riotous as
Carl Hiaasen on really good dope” (Kirkus Reviews). Miro Basinas is an experimental botanist who sells
his rarefied product to a discerning clientele. Only Miro’s not growing heirloom tomatoes or making
organic wine—he’s growing weed. And when Miro hits the big time by winning Amsterdam’s famed
Cannabis Cup, cannasseurs and ganjaficionados aren’t the only people who want a piece of him and his
mind-blowing pot that tastes like mangoes—and Miro is quickly hit with a bullet. A mild-mannered hipster
who doesn’t know the first thing about revenge—or even who shot him—Miro is soon on a quest to recover
his prize invention and to secure his place as the Floyd Zaiger (creator of the pluot) of weed. It’s a journey
packed with a delicious cast of characters, including a string-theory obsessed cop, a kinky paramedic, a
Mormon missionary struggling to keep his “sap” under control in a city that is the personification of sex, a
half-Irish-half-Salvadoran drug dealer and his dim-witted associates, a cougar starlet, and an entrepreneur
who wants to turn his medical marijuana Compassion Centers into the Starbucks of pot. Baked is a
hilarious, rip-roaring romp from a talented, utterly original novelist. “Very funny . . . A sweet love story,
raunchy sex, outrageous behavior, and a couple of murders.” —The Boston Globe “Murder, mayhem,
marijuana and Mormons—what more could you ask for in a crime novel?” —Lisa Lutz, New York
Times–bestselling author of The Spellman Files and The Passenger
Does This Taste Funny?-Michael Dane 2017-10-15 After many years of working in standup comedy,
followed by a small nervous breakdown, Michael Dane taught himself to cook at the age of fifty. Along the
way, he found a little bit of sanity. If you're a full-fledged foodie or a kitchen klutz, whether you love to
cook or live for take-out -- if you're craving humor with a bite, this book is for you. Join the author on his
stumbling culinary journey, as he bridges the gap between Top Ramen and Top Chef, from 'The Piggly
Wiggly Cookbook' to 'Modernist Cuisine.' If you like gadgets, you'll find out about about everything from
quinoa sifters to guns that shoot beef jerky. You'll also read about two of the most important things any
good cook should have: a cast-iron skillet and a catchphrase. You'll meet a group of performers who make
music with vegetables . . . a man who has made the best doughnuts in L.A. for the past fifty years . . . and
a tattooed, fire-loving chef with a connection to Hunter S. Thompson. Find out how the host of "The
Splendid Table" feels about okra, and learn about cooking a fox from somebody's mom. The author's own
mother makes a surprise appearance, too, and though this isn't a cookbook, there are even a couple of
recipes for good measure. Dig in!
To the Moon & Back-Haripriya Pradhan 2020-07-01 To the moon and back is a beautiful collection of
literary works that allows the readers to plunge in. This analecta is a milestone for the aspirants to
present their love for writing and creativity.It is packed with heartening quotes and artistry. The creative
works are clumped together, not only for the popularity, but also for its otherworldly and powerful
presentation. Every single quote of this book is wrapped with lots of imagination and happiness which the
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readers can relate with themselves. Sum thousands of thoughts are taken in account to bring out a
treasure for all our adoring readers. This anthology is showcased in such a way by the compilers which
can captivate and engage the minds of readers and keep their mind and spirit fresh.
A Girl is a Half-Formed Thing-Eimear McBride 2015-05-27 Winner of numerous literary awards including
the Baileys Women's Prize for Fiction, the Geoffrey Faber Memorial Prize and the Goldsmiths Prize,
Eimear McBride's debut novel A Girl is a Half-formed Thing plunges us into the psyche of a girl with
breathtaking fury and intimacy. 'Eimear McBride is a writer of remarkable power and originality.' Times
Literary Supplement 'An instant classic.' Guardian Adapted for the stage by Annie Ryan for The Corn
Exchange, Eimear McBride's A Girl is a Half-formed Thing premiered at the Dublin Theatre Festival 2014.
'Unflinching... magnificent... The narrative transposes effortlessly to the stage, as if this is where it
belongs.' Guardian 'One of the best stage adaptations of a novel you're likely to see.' Sunday Times
Middlesex-Jeffrey Eugenides 2011-07-18 Spanning eight decades and chronicling the wild ride of a GreekAmerican family through the vicissitudes of the twentieth century, Jeffrey Eugenides’ witty, exuberant
novel on one level tells a traditional story about three generations of a fantastic, absurd, lovable
immigrant family -- blessed and cursed with generous doses of tragedy and high comedy. But there’s a
provocative twist. Cal, the narrator -- also Callie -- is a hermaphrodite. And the explanation for this takes
us spooling back in time, through a breathtaking review of the twentieth century, to 1922, when the Turks
sacked Smyrna and Callie’s grandparents fled for their lives. Back to a tiny village in Asia Minor where
two lovers, and one rare genetic mutation, set our narrator’s life in motion. Middlesex is a grand, utterly
original fable of crossed bloodlines, the intricacies of gender, and the deep, untidy promptings of desire.
It’s a brilliant exploration of divided people, divided families, divided cities and nations -- the connected
halves that make up ourselves and our world. Justly acclaimed when it was released in Fall 2002, it
announces the arrival of a major writer for our times. From the Hardcover edition.
You Were My Crush-Durjoy Datta 2013-09-15 Would you change yourself for the love of your life? Benoy
zips around in a Bentley, lives alone in a palatial house and is every girl’s dream. To everyone in college he
is a stud and a heartbreaker. But is he, really? What no one sees is his struggle to come to terms with his
mother’s untimely death and his very strained relationship with his father. Then once again his world
turns upside down when he sees the gorgeous Shaina. He instantly falls in love but she keeps pushing him
away. What is stopping them from having their fairy-tale romance? What is Shaina hiding? It’s time Benoy
learned his lesson about love and relationships . . .
One Tin Bakes-Edd Kimber 2020-06-25 ONE TIN, 70 BAKES 'A brilliant idea for a book' and a 'must-have'
Nigella Lawson 'Edd Kimber's One Tin Bakes is a dazzler of a baking book, using one simple tin to make
utterly enviable cakes, gorgeous pies, flavour-loaded buns and bars that'll have you swooping in for
seconds. Edd's photography and easy style captures in each recipe a beautiful immediacy and freshness
that made me linger on every page without exception.' Dan Lepard Whether you want cookies or cakes,
pastries or desserts, something fruity, chocolatey, spiced or nutty, baking just got a whole lot easier. From
Praline Meringue Cake to Matcha Roll Cake, Peanut Butter Brookies to Tahini Babka Buns, all you need is
just one standard 9 x 13in baking tin. Varied and versatile, requiring minimal skill and little equipment,
Edd Kimber's delicious treats range from simple bakes to slice and serve to impressive but achievable
showstoppers. 'A terrifically clever idea - one tin, seventy bakes: From fabulous cakes, cookies and bars to
perfect pies and tarts. The recipes are accessible and gorgeous - Edd really knows how to entice - but
more importantly, he gives clear instructions for successful bakes. A must-have in your kitchen!' Helen
Goh 'This book is a peek inside the mind of one of my favorite bakers, where creativity with butter and
sugar is paired with solid technique and downright fun. Edd shares a true world of possibilities - all within
a 9x13 tin. This book is an absolute must-have for every home baker.' Joy Wilson 'I've been a fan of Edd's
since he won the bake off, not only because of his recipes but because of his character. There are no
gimmicks and his passion and energy are contagious. Most of all, he makes me want to bake his recipes.
This book is accessible yet elegantly photographed and you always feel like he is speaking directly to you,
which is special. Of course, being American, I love a sheet cake and the generosity in these recipes makes
me want to go to a picnic or a potluck.' Claire Ptak 'Baking requires skill and perfection and Edd's got it'
Mary Berry 'Edd Kimber brings baking back into British homes' Vogue
Walking with you…in the shades of love-Deepak Yadav "Who doesn't fall in love but at what extent can you
go to get your love? Have you ever mopped the girl's entire home just to get a glimpse of her smiling face
or have you lied a thousand times just to live at her home as a paying guest? If not, this stuff is for you." •
"Aaliva, I have spent many sleepless nights for you anil I don't want the same for my son and your
daughter...so better to make them siblings." - Dipit Kaushik • "But Dipit, this society will never let us be
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one." - Aaliva Khan Walking with you... is a story about a young writer, Dipit (Rfltz) who accidendy fell in
love with a muslim girl, Aaliva (Chilli) in the Campus of MDI, Gurgaon. It's a witty talc of Ratz and Chilli,
who survived through many complex situations of Friendship, Amotions, Dreams and love, only to be with
cach other at every cost. Both were deeply in love for each other and wanted to get married, but will this
cruel society ever let them be one??? Will Rntz nnd Chilli able to convert their inter religion love Story into
an inter-religion love marriage??? Or docs their quest will give for nothing...? A love tale from a teenager's
pen about the inter- religion love marriage in modern India climaxing on Ml'MBA I RIOTS. Will their love
win over terror? Assume the characters of Dipit and Aaliva as you and welcome to the cocktail. Walking
with you...in the shades of love.
How to Celebrate Everything-Jenny Rosenstrach 2016-09-20 A New York Times Best Cookbook of Fall
2016 • A warm and inviting guide to turning birthdays, holidays, and everyday occasions into cherished
traditions, with more than 100 time-tested recipes—from the creator of the popular blog and book Dinner:
A Love Story and author of the New York Times bestseller Dinner: The Playbook “Families crave rituals,”
says Jenny Rosenstrach, and by rituals she means not just the big celebrations—Valentine’s Day dinners,
Mother’s Day brunches, Halloween send-offs, Thanksgiving feasts, holiday cocktail parties—but the little
ones we may not even realize are rituals: a platter of deluxe nachos on Super Bowl Sunday, or a bowl of
creamy mashed potatoes after every braces-tightening session. Whether simple or elaborate, daily or
annual, these rituals all serve the same purpose for Rosenstrach: to bring comfort, connection, and
meaning to every day. 100+ recipes, including: • popovers, apple fritters, and golden pancakes, perfect
for sleepover mornings or birthday breakfasts • “Interfaith Sliders”: one version with ham and another
with brisket • Rosenstrach’s legendary chocolate Mud Cake—plus an entire section on birthdays,
including a one-size-fits-all party planner that does not rely on pizza • complete menus for Thanksgiving,
Christmas, and New Year’s Eve • and, of course, dozens of Rosenstrach’s signature family dinners: Grilled
Soy-Glazed Pork Chops, Harissa Roasted Chicken, Crispy Chickpeas with Yogurt Sauce and Naan, Grilled
Spicy Shrimp Tacos with Avocado Butter and Summer Cabbage, and more In this digital, overscheduled
age, How to Celebrate Everything helps families slow down, capture the moments that matter—and eat
well while doing it. Praise for How to Celebrate Everything “I have been an ardent fan of Jenny
Rosenstrach’s beautiful writing for years. I always know that every word of her books will be something to
savor, and How to Celebrate Everything will strike a chord with anyone who enjoys family, friends, and
delicious food.”—Ree Drummond, New York Times bestselling author of The Pioneer Woman Cooks “Enjoy
How to Celebrate Everything for the easy-to-follow recipes. But even more satisfying are the wonderful
anecdotes of family life and [Jenny Rosenstrach’s] genial examination of the lasting role that food plays in
our lives beyond the plate.”—Family Circle (September “What We’re Reading” Pick) “With characteristic
warmth and humor, [Rosenstrach] urges readers to ritualize and celebrate the small moments in family
life by sharing stories from her own. . . . Rosenstrach is a skilled storyteller and introduces each occasion
with an engaging essay before offering up the much-loved recipes that inspired it. . . . A delicious and
delightful ode to the ways family and food intertwine, reinforcing each other.”—Booklist “Featured recipes
are proven kid friendly and presented with humorous mommy angst and nostalgic commentary . . .
Rosenstrach inspires, reminding us that the real celebration is family itself.”—Publishers Weekly “This
well-designed cookbook comes with a side helping of lifestyle inspiration.”—Library Journal
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